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Afghanistan 
Security Situation and Prognosis
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When we went to war less than a month after the attacks of September 

11, the objective was to destroy al-Qaeda and kill or capture its leader, 

Osama bin Laden, and other senior figures in the terrorist group and the 

Taliban, which had hosted them. Today, more than eight years later, we 

find ourselves fighting an increasingly lethal insurgency in Afghanistan 

and neighbouring Pakistan that is led by many of those same extremists. 

Our inability to finish the job in late 2001 has contributed to a conflict 

today that endangers not just our troops and those of our allies, but the 

stability of a volatile and vital region. 

Report to Senate Foreign Relations Committee,  

November 20091

In 2011, President Barack Obama approved plans to draw down 10,000 US troops 
from Afghanistan during that year and another 23,000 in 2012. The withdrawal of 
the remaining combat troops is to be completed by 2014. Approximately 10,000 
to 20,000 troops are likely to be left behind at Kabul, Bagram and Kandahar to 
provide training and logistics support and to continue the drone war against 
hardcore terrorists inimical to US interests.

The withdrawal will leave a security deficit in Afghanistan. There is no 
evidence at present that Washington and its allies are planning to help the Afghan 
government to maintain security by supplementing Afghan efforts through 
the deployment of a viable regional or international peacekeeping force under 
a UN flag after the NATO-ISAF military withdrawal is completed in 2014. The 
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willingness of regional actors to play a leading role in stabilising Afghanistan, 
rather than pursuing divergent national interests and disparate agendas, is 
also uncertain. Unless the Central Asian states, China, India, Iran, Pakistan and 
Russia jointly contribute towards ensuring stability, Afghanistan is likely to fall to 
the Taliban again or even break up. 

The present situation in Afghanistan is a stalemate at both the strategic and 
tactical levels. The ISAF strategy to “clear-hold-transfer-exit” is many years away 
from achieving its political and military goals. The fledgling Afghan National 
Army (ANA) and the Afghan National Police (ANP), which are expected over 

trained; and, they are not capable of undertaking counterinsurgency operations 
autonomously. Hence, the planned withdrawal of ISAF will leave a security 
deficit. 

While the ISAF forces control most of the large towns, the Taliban—together 
with the al-Qaeda—controls large swathes of the countryside. Governance is 
virtually non-existent outside Kabul. Though significant funds are being spent 
on socio-economic development by the Afghan government as well as by 
donors like India (the US alone has pumped in 56 billion dollars), the results 

The New ‘Great Game’
Former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, still a perceptive observer of the 
emerging strategic environment, has written that four conditions must be met 
to make the exit strategy viable (“How to Exit Afghanistan”, Washington Post, 
June 8, 2011): “A cease-fire; withdrawal of all or most American and allied forces; 
the creation of a coalition government or division of territories among the 
contending parties (or both); and an enforcement mechanism.” None of the four 
conditions appears viable at present. Nor do these conditions look achievable in 
the 2014-15 time frame in which the exit strategy is planned to be completed. This 
is because the challenge posed by the Taliban and its affiliates in Afghanistan is 
extremely complex, democratic institutions have not yet taken root, governance 
is deficient, socio-economic development has not shaped up the way it had been 
hoped it would and the Afghan National Army and the Afghan National Police 
are not yet in a state of combat readiness that they can assume responsibility for 
security.
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Strife in Afghanistan dates back to the upheavals of the 1970s. Some of the 
key actors in the present conflict, both Taliban and non-Taliban, owe their 
origins to the anti-Soviet resistance that was sponsored by the United States (US) 
government through the CIA, and its Pakistani counterpart, the ISI. Allies of the 
1980s, these individuals [minus the recently deceased Osama bin Laden], are 

2 The lives of the Afghan people 
have been torn asunder and, in many respects, the country has been pushed 
back into the dark ages. While the writ of the Hamid Karzai government runs 
in Kabul, its efficacy in far-flung provinces remains a matter of debate.3 In the 
prevailing situation, where governance is virtually non-existent, efforts aimed 
at socio-economic development have been floundering, even though billions of 
dollars of aid has been poured in.4 Worse, the security environment shows little 
signs of improving in the short term.5

The present security situation in Afghanistan could best be described as a 
strategic stalemate. While the United States and its NATO-ISAF allies are not 
exactly losing the fight against the Taliban, they have failed to achieve their 
objectives of eliminating the al-Qaeda, defeating the Taliban and ensuring that 
the Afghan government is able to prevent the Taliban from returning to power 
by force. The US and its allies have for some time now been looking for a face-
saving exit strategy, which some Western commentators have described, perhaps 
uncharitably, as “declare victory and move on.”6

A review of the war strategy in Afghanistan was completed by the Obama 
administration in December 2010. The publicly released version of the report 
claimed major gains against the Al-Qaeda and the Taliban, particularly in the 
core areas which have remained under their control for long, including the 
Helmand and Kandahar provinces. However, the report acknowledged that 
the gains were fragile and could be undone unless the Pakistan Army acted 
against the Taliban operating from safe havens in the Khyber-Pakhtoonkhwa 

7 Addressing the media at 
the White House, President Obama had said the US “will continue to insist 
to Pakistani leaders that terrorist safe havens within their borders must be 
dealt with.”8 The American civilian and military leadership has been trying 
to convince Pakistan for some time now that eliminating safe havens for 
terrorists is as much in its own interest as it is in the interest of lasting peace 
and stability in Afghanistan. The criticality of Pakistan in achieving overall 
success almost certainly means that a major increase in US drone strikes 
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against terrorists in the Khyber-Pakhtonkhwa and 
FATA can be expected, even though substantive 
ground operations across the Durand Line remain 
unlikely.9

The broad goal of the US-NATO-ISAF 
war strategy in Afghanistan is to ensure that 

control territory, so as to prevent the Taliban, 
Al-Qaeda, and other armed offensive groups 
(AOGs) from operating successfully from its soil 
against the US and its allies, and to reduce the risk of a return to civil war.10 
Further, the comprehensive objective of the US and its NATO-ISAF allies 
is to prevent the border regions of Afghanistan and Pakistan from being 
used as breeding grounds for fundamentalist terrorism and as launch 
pads for terror strikes on the US and its allies. According to a Council for 
Foreign Relations (CFR) task force report, the US objective in Pakistan is, 
“To degrade and defeat terrorist groups that threaten American interests 
from its territory and to prevent turmoil that would imperil the Pakistan 

11 The US 
also seeks to prevail on Pakistan to stop providing support to the Afghan 

Pakistani terrorist organisations like the LeT and JeM. President Obama 
cannot afford to lose a war on his watch and yet hope to win re-election in 
2012.12 The US exit strategy will be based on a phased drawdown with not 

that is manageable”13 is achieved. The US and NATO troops are still thin 
on the ground while the Taliban has shown a marked degree of resurgence. 

14

The US exit strategy 
will be based on a 
phased drawdown 
with not more 
than 10,000 troops 
being withdrawn 
each year till an 
“equilibrium that is 
manageable.”
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Provincial Reconstruction Teams
Source: NATO-ISAF, 16 May 2011, http://www.isaf.nato.int/images/stories/File/Placemats/16%20

May%202011%20Placemat.pdf, accessed on 22 May 2011.

Regional Concerns

game in Afghanistan. The United States and its allies are rushing for the exit. 

In Western capitals the discussion is all about troop withdrawals, political 

sees it. The picture looks rather different from the vantage point of leaders in 

South Asia and the Middle East. Regional powers are gearing up for a period 

of renewed intrigue.15 

Neither the international community, nor the Afghans themselves, ever 

relations between Afghanistan and its neighbours has always been from issue 
to issue, and has never been developed into a cogent regional framework.16 As a 
result, when it actually began, the policies of the international and the regional 
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would benefit from its stability,17 they remain unsure, 

commitment. Until they are satisfied, they will 
develop their singular policies, oriented to protecting 
their own interests.

neighbours agree to accept the responsibility for 
providing security, including contributing troops 
to an UN-mandated peacekeeping force. However, 
Central Asian Republics (CARs), China, India, Iran, 
Pakistan and Russia have their own challenges and 

Central Asian states, particularly Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, will 

of state capacity and military capability, these states can at best ensure that their 
territory is not used as safe haven by the Taliban. They could also continue to 
help with limited logistics support.

Afghanistan has emerged as a treasure trove of mineral deposits (estimates 
vary between 1 and 3 trillion dollars), but it is China that has benefited the 
most so far. For example, China signed a $2.9 million agreement with Kabul in 
December 2007 to extract copper from the Aynak deposit, which is estimated 
to contain 240 million tonnes of ore. Beijing maintains close strategic ties with 

return to power. China is unlikely to join a UN peacekeeping force to stabilise 
Afghanistan as such a force will almost certainly be led by a US commander. 
However, China will not block the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) 
from seeking an amicable solution to the Afghan conflict.

India has historically had friendly ties with Afghanistan and wishes to see a 
stable government installed in Kabul that is neutral to both India and Pakistan. It 
has funded some major Afghan reconstruction and development plans, spending 
$1.3 billion so far.18 It has recently committed another $500 million. The funds 

Iranian border with the Garland Highway, electric power lines including one from 
the CARs to Kabul, hydroelectric power projects, school buildings, primary health 
centres and the new building for the Afghan Parliament. India is also training 
Afghan administrators, teachers and officer cadets, but only within India. While 
at present there is no support in India for sending troops to Afghanistan, there 

Neither the 
international 
community, nor the 
Afghans themselves, 
ever devised a 
comprehensive 
plan detailing the 
reconstruction 
of the nation’s 
economic and 
social institutions.
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is realisation that the fight against the Taliban and the al-Qaeda has long term 
security implications for India. With some effort, New Delhi could be persuaded 
to deploy up to one division (15,000 troops) to join a UN peacekeeping force 

can be taken care of. The Indian approach is not tactical but long-term. India 
has been almost completely marginalised in discussions for the resolution of the 

the US is coming around to the view that India is a key stakeholder and without 
its involvement, a lasting solution to the conflict cannot be achieved.

Iran has followed a wait-and-watch policy since the US-led invasion in 
2001. In 1998-99, it had massed 200,000 troops and Revolutionary Guards on 
its border with Afghanistan to prevent drug trafficking and protect its territorial 

border to prevent cross-border Taliban influence. Tehran is unlikely to join a UN 
peacekeeping force, and Washington will not want Iranian troops in such a force. 

to open up a new route for logistics supplies, thereby reducing dependence on 

Iran allowed the Taliban to open an office in Teheran.

counter-insurgency campaign and providing a safe haven to the Taliban and al-
Qaeda in FATA and Balochistan. Moreover, the military and security agencies, 

leverage in any future peace talks in Afghanistan. The ISI in particular fears talks 
being held on terms too favourable to Washington and Kabul, and is therefore 
unlikely to alter its stance. 

Russia has not forgotten its humiliation in Afghanistan during its intervention 
of 1979-89 and will, therefore, not allow its troops to join a UN peacekeeping force. 
However, it would be inclined to play a positive role overall. Approximately 40 per 
cent of logistics supplies for the ISAF now transit via the Northern Distribution 
Network through Russia and Central Asia. At present Moscow does not allow the 

allow the use of its air bases in Central Asia, provide refuelling facilities and help 
in search and rescue. 

A good initiative was the summit organised by Turkey and held in Istanbul in 
January 2010. However, the fact that India was not involved in the discussion was a 
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mistake. Whether or not it was kept away on account of 

other actors in the summit had a role to play, is beside 
the point. It will still be a worthwhile development 
if all the necessary actors, noted previously, were to 
be involved in future summits. The importance of 
Turkey as an important impartial arbiter in a regional 
approach towards Afghanistan cannot be overstressed. 
For one, given that it does not share a border with 
Afghanistan, there is a lack of animosity between the 
two countries. Second, Turkey was the second country 
to recognise Afghanistan in 1921 and has always 
maintained good relations with it; and, third, like Afghanistan, it is an Islamic 
country, which goes a long way towards fostering fruitful relations between the 
two. It has been involved in the reconstruction effort in Afghanistan, from the 
very beginning, with a deployment of troops, and a civilian-PRT in the Wardak 
province. More recently, it has even conveyed that it is willing for the Afghan 
Taliban to open a representative office in Turkey, pursuant to the wishes of the 
Afghan government, to enable further the process of reconciliation.19 Therefore, 
it is clear that it enjoys the confidence of most [if not all] the key regional actors 
as also the larger international community and has the diplomatic wherewithal 
to engage with them in the necessary manner.

seek a regional solution to the Afghan conflict with the help of the CARs, China, 
India, Iran and Russia. This would involve, among other things, putting together 
a regional force, preferably under a UN flag, to provide a stable environment for 
governance and development, after the US and NATO-ISAF forces complete their 
draw down and before the Afghan National Army is in any position to fully take 
over. Such a force could be headed by a US General, as has been the case in South 
Korea for over 50 years, as the US is expected to leave behind 35,000 to 40,000 
troops after 2014.20

While at present 
there is no support 
in India for 
sending troops to 
Afghanistan, there 
is realisation that 
the fight against 
the Taliban and 
the al-Qaeda has 
long term security 
implications for 
India.
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21

US air strikes against terrorists hiding in safe havens in Pakistan have intensified. 
These tactics will become the mainstay of the NATO-ISAF counter-insurgency 
campaign over the next few years unless the Pakistan army and the ISI abandon 
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sheltering all varieties of terrorists while pretending 
to fight them. Overall, the situation in Afghanistan 
offers little cause for hope. The security environment 
is still fragile. Poor governance, political instability, 

Afghan security forces, rampant corruption, gross 
misuse of international aid, resurgent Taliban, lack of 
political and military will among several members of 

compulsions are understandable, militarily the time is not ripe to commence 
withdrawing forces from Afghanistan. In fact, what Afghanistan needs is another 
military surge in order to be able to hold cleared areas against the Taliban, rather 
than the thinning down of troops. The Taliban are fond of saying that the ISAF 
forces have the watches but they have the time. They are convinced that the US 
and NATO forces do not have the political will or the military staying power to 

Prognosis 
The current US and NATO-ISAF strategy does not inspire confidence amongst the 
Afghan people that the Coalition forces have the capability to stabilise Afghanistan. 
The Afghans see them as lacking sufficient knowledge about the insurgents, the 
tribal culture and customs of the region, or for that matter, the vagaries of the 
terrain in which they are deployed.22 The patience of the Afghan people has begun 
to wear out. This does not, however, imply that the Afghans would like the Coalition 
forces to leave. The belief that if the Coalition forces leave, the Taliban will stop 
fighting and the violence will end, is as mistaken as it is dangerous. The Taliban will 
overrun every bit of land that they can, not because they have the capabilities to 
do so, but because the Afghan government is currently not strong enough to resist 
them without the support of the Coalition forces.

in Pakistan which merit suitable action. It is imperative that the Coalition forces 
work with the Afghan government and the regional powers to assure Pakistan that 
a strong and independent Afghanistan will not be a source of threat to Pakistan, 
either directly or indirectly. A hasty withdrawal without viable alternative security 
arrangements will lead to the return of the Taliban and contribute further to 

A hasty withdrawal 
without viable 
alternative security 
arrangements will 
lead to the return 
of the Taliban and 
contribute further 
to regional.
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regional instability. Instability in Afghanistan will fuel Islamist fundamentalist 
terrorism and assist the return of the al Qaeda. Western and regional players will 

Afghan conflict.

Samarjit Ghosh is a Graduate student at New School for Social Research, New York and Brig 
Gurmeet Kanwal (Retd) is a Delhi-based defence analyst. 
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